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Dear Patron,

Thank you for taking an interest in what we do. Dunamis Emporium 
is a technology business whose purpose is to build smart solutions 
which are aimed at addressing the needs of our people. Our 
mission is to promote Safety and Convenience through technology. 
In this regard we have put together a solutions portfolio targeted at 
the following areas:

  Parking Management
  Traffic Management
  Inner-City Surveillance
  Premises Threat Detection Systems
  Software Solutions

We commit to continuously seek more solutions aligned to our 
mission through innovation and collaboration with like minded 
partners. We aim at being a preferred home for enterprising talent 
and a partner of choice to technology partners. We hope to be a 
company trusted and chosen by all its stakeholders, including 
customers.

On behalf of our staff, shareholders and partners, I would like to 
thank you for your valuable time and hope that your encounter with 
us will translate into a lifelong partnership in addressing your needs.

Warm Regards,

Noel Nyathi
Chief Executive

Message
from the
Chief Executive 



MISSION
To provide safety and convenience solutions 
to our clients and their stakeholders whilst 
creating tangible value for our employees, 
partners and shareholders.

VISION
To be the best- in-class solution provider 
of safety and convenience solutions 
through continuous innovation.

VALUES
  Honesty and Integrity 

  Innovation

  Customer Service

  Empowerment

  Continuous Improvement

B-BBEE Status
We are a Level 1 B-BBEE contributor, with 100% black 
female shareholding. Our procurement and employment 
policies are biased towards previously disadvantaged 
groups, with special focus on enterprises owned by youth 
and black women.



Parking is becoming a scarce asset in almost any major city 
around the globe and as such cities need to find smart 
solutions to manage the asset in manner that promotes fair 
usage whilst generating revenue for infrastructure maintenance 
and improvement.

Our integrated sensor driven parking management is designed 
as an end to end solutions which manages on-street paid 
parking operations. Our system consists of the following:

  Online Point of Sale parking system packaged in handheld  
  devices.

  Intelligent wireless sensors which monitor  and relay parking
  bay occupancy data to our cloud server through intelligent  
  data collector gateways.

  A dashboard platform which posts live transaction and    
  occupancy data for management to monitor their       
  operations.

  Full integration to the law enforcement module which assists  

  authorities to fine motorists who evade paying for parking.

  Multiple payment options:

    Cash

    Prepaid cards

    Parking Wallet

    Mobile money

MISSION
To provide safety and convenience solutions 
to our clients and their stakeholders whilst 
creating tangible value for our employees, 
partners and shareholders.

SMART PARKING SOLUTIONS

On Street Parking

Off Street Parking
Vehicle density continues to increase beyond the capacity of most cities, 
which demands authorities to increase parking space capacity through 
alternative means such as construction of parking garages. Parking is the 
first and last experience at  shopping centres and therefore in order to 
retain customers , the shopping centres need to make parking a 
pleasurable experience. We are always looking out for partnership 
opportunities either as equity partners in the development of the parking  
infrastructure or  as service providers to parking realtors. Our services in 
this regard entails the following:

  Feasibility studies

  Technology partners 

  Parking site management

  Implementation of revenue enhancement services

  Parking guidance systems



Parking Guidance Systems

Several studies in the developed world suggests that on average 

drivers spend 20 minutes searching for parking space or 33% of 

congestions and air pollution in cities is as a result of drivers looking 

for parking space. In response to this problem we have developed a 

sensor driven parking guidance system which delivers real-time 

parking occupancy information through variable messaging signs 

(VMS) or on a mobile application integrated to  Google navigation 

system. The parking guidance system has the following benefits:

 Reduces time spend looking for parking space, resulting in increased 

 productivity

 Enables authorities to implement parking space fair usage policy

 Gathers data that is crucial for trend analysis and future planning

 Assist cities in implementing information based tariffs

 The parking guidance IT infrastructure can also be used to deploy 

 other civic services

 Law enforcement operations can also be integrated to the system



INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Traffic Law Enforcement

Governments around the globe spend billions of dollars in repairs 

of infrastructure that gets destroyed as a result of road carnage, 

families and the economics loose critical talent through road 

carnage. In response to this problem, we have developed end 

to end IT solutions which manage the entire value chain from 

monitoring and capturing of traffic violations on the roads, back 

office processing of the raw infringements, management of court 

process and revenue collection. We law enforcement product 

suite entails the following:

Supply of state of art digital speed and red light cameras

Supply of a traffic contravention management system.

Supply of managed back office processing machinery, capable of the following:

  Data capturing and processing

  Printing and postage of infringements

  Court process management and expert witness support

  Revenue collection operations and systems

Supply of ANPR driven roadblock systems

Software integration to financial systems for ease reconciliation and allocate of traffic revenue



Traffic Control Systems
Technology driven traffic management is an essential tool employed by 
authorities in eliminating congestion and reducing accidents on the roads. 
We an accredited distributor , integrator  and installer of respected Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) products within the traffic management 
space. Our service offering in this space entails the following:

  Supply of traffic street furniture:

  Traffic controllers

  Traffic signals heads

  Guard rails

  Road markings

  Installation and commissioning of traffic intersection infrastructure

  Outsourced maintenance of intersection on a retainer or on an 
  “as-and-when” basis

  Programming of controllers as per the recommended phases

Traffic Engineering and Advisory
We are part of a traffic engineering group, which gives access to 
respected transportation and urban planning engineers. Through our 
affiliation we are able to provide the following services:

   Road safety studies

   Transportation planning – city master plans

   Traffic engineering

   Traffic intersection designing

   Traffic counts

   Traffic impact studies

   Geometric design

   Simulation and modelling



SECURITY SOLUTIONS

City Surveillance
Crime is a reality which compels authorities to adopt pro and reactive solutions to 
promote safe environments for the citizens. The advances made in the technology 
provide tools by which authorities can gather enough data used for profiling or 
predicting criminal behaviour. Evidence data gathered through intelligent CCTV cameras 
can also be used in tracing and convicting criminals. Our surveillance services entail 
the following:

  Supply, installation and commissioning of surveillance cameras

  Design, configuration and commissioning of surveillance monitoring stations

  Crime response co-ordination in collaboration with law enforcement authorities

  Criminal profiling through facial recognition systems

  Vehicle profiling through Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) systems

  Crime trend analysis and reporting



Terrorism and other related security threats require advanced technology in 
proactively preventing criminals from gaining access into premises. Our under 
vehicle scanning systems, explosive detection systems and X-ray baggage 
scanners provide premises frontline early detection mechanism which can 
either thwart  the threat or at least afford security officials an opportunity to 
alert  occupants early enough to evacuate the premises. 

  3D under vehicle scanning to detect   
 hidden explosives or dangerous objects

 Capturing of drivers image Integration   
 ANPR camera and boom barriers, tyre  
 spikes and bollard

Under Vehicle Scanning Systems (UVSS)

 Multi-energy baggage scanners for       
 security checkpoints in high security      
 premises

 Certified against radiation hazards

 Good image quality

X-ray Baggage scanners

Threat Detection Systems



SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Terrorism and other related security threats require advanced technology in 
proactively preventing criminals from gaining access into premises. Our under 
vehicle scanning systems, explosive detection systems and X-ray baggage 
scanners provide premises frontline early detection mechanism which can 
either thwart  the threat or at least afford security officials an opportunity to 
alert  occupants early enough to evacuate the premises. 

  3D under vehicle scanning to detect   
 hidden explosives or dangerous objects

 Capturing of drivers image Integration   
 ANPR camera and boom barriers, tyre  
 spikes and bollard

INTERNET OF THINGS

We have an interest in automating 
or integrating intelligent devices over 

the internet.

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

We have developed several 
applications for smart phones 
and  handheld devices across 

common platforms

BESPOKE SOFTWARE

We have a team of experienced 
business analysts, software testers 
and system developers. We have 
developed on multiple platforms 
and several databases.
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